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Practice More. 
Putt Less.

“A fun, not-too-technical way to real game 
improvement.”

“Quite simply one of the best and most enjoyable 
putting aids out there right now.”

“If you’re looking to improve your putting at home 
then look no further than PuttOut’s range of 

training aids.”

“Puttout’s Devices are perfect for helping you have 
fun and keep your game sharp at home.”

“one of our favourite tools to help eliminate 
three-putts.”

“PuttOUT continues to release nothing but lights out 
training aids.”
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Premium Pressure Putt Trainer

The Premium Pressure Putt Trainer is as close you can get to a golf hole without digging one. The 4 1/4” 
base replicates a real golf hole, while the specially engineered parabolic ramp returns each made putt 
the same distance it would have rolled past the hole had it missed. For more precision, pop down the 
micro target and aim for the ‘Perfect Putt’, where the ball sticks in the micro-target if you roll a putt with 
precision speed.

About

 • 4 1/4” base replicates golf hole
 • Engineered parabolic ramp
 • Any putt that rolls up and back down the trainer is a made putt
 • Ball returns to you the same distance it would have rolled past the hole
 • ‘Perfect Putt’ micro target can be popped down
 • The ball will only stick in micro target when the perfect speed is delivered
 • Hole at the top allows for an alignment stick for additional set-up options.
 • Three small dots within the rounded base allow for further precision targets allowing golfers to mix 

up their practice
 • Its spiked base allows for stable use on both mats and the putting green
 • The foldable design means it fits in almost any pocket in your golf bag

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X PREMIUM PRESSURE PUTT 
TRAINER 

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/puttout-premium
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DEVIL BALL

90% of a putt’s start direction is dictated by the face angle delivered at impact. Designed with a 
flat-edged impact zone, Devil Ball exaggerates the face angle of your putter at impact for instant, 
understandable feedback, and most importantly, improvement. Imperfect strikes will deviate much 
further offline than a regular golf ball, and with three difficulty levels built into a single ball, this is a 
training aid for golfers of all ability.

About

 • Improve your face angle, make more putts
 • Same size and weight as a regular golf ball
 • Consists of a polymer inner core and elastomer shell
 • The flat-edged impact zone blends into a spherical ball
 • It is twice as hard to hole a 3ft putt with Devil Ball than a regular ball
 • Three difficulty levels are built into each individual ball: pro, intermediate and beginner - for golfers 

of all ability
 • Each pack comes with 2x Devil Balls, 1x alignment marker, 1x travel pouch and access to online  

training videos

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 2X DEVIL BALL
• 1X ALIGNMENT MARKER
• 1X TRAVEL POUCH

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/devil-ball
https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/devil-ball
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Medium PUTTING MAT

With the Medium Putting Mat, you have a reliable, stylish base for honing your putting. The Medium 
Putting Mat is printed with markings up to 6-feet and and features both alignment lines and pace 
targets. It is designed to give you the opportunity to practice every aspect of your putting game from 
wherever you feel most comfortable. The mat comes rolled in a sturdy cardboard tube to prevent 
creasing.

About

 • Total mat size when laid flat: 240x50cm
 • Printed alignment guides, target points and distance markings which allow you to practice with just 

a putter and a ball
 • Incremental markings for 6ft putts
 • Constructed with a durable, heavy-rubber backing
 • Mat lies smooth and flat on any surface
 • Easy to roll up into its compact carry bag for easy practice on the go
 • The high quality cut-pile surface is designed to accurately replicate a medium-to-fast green, with a 

stimp meter reading of 10
 • The putting mat is compatible with any flat putting cup, but for best results use with the                  

revolutionary PuttOUT Pressure Putt Trainer for the ultimate putting practice set-up

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X MEDIUM PUTTING MAT
• 1X DRAWSTRING CARRY BAG

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/medium-mat
https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/devil-ball
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LARGE PUTTING MAT

The Large Putting Mat is our longest, widest mat, printed with markings up to 10-feet and features a 
broader selection of alignment lines and pace targets. It has been designed to give you the 
opportunity to practice every aspect of your putting game from wherever you feel most comfortable. 
The mat comes rolled in a sturdy cardboard tube to prevent creasing.

About

 • Total mat size when laid flat:  367x67cm
 • Printed alignment guides, target points and distance markings which allow you to practice with just 

a putter and a ball
 • Incremental markings for 10ft putts
 • Constructed with a durable, heavy-rubber backing
 • Mat lies smooth and flat on any surface
 • Easy to roll up into its compact carry bag for easy practice on the go
 • The high quality cut-pile surface is designed to accurately replicate a medium-to-fast green, with a 

stimp meter reading of 10
 • The putting mat is compatible with any flat putting cup, but for best results use with the                  

revolutionary PuttOUT Pressure Putt Trainer for the ultimate putting practice set-up

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X LARGE PUTTING MAT
• 1X DRAWSTRING CARRY BAG

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/large-putting-mat
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Slim PUTTING MAT

For those looking for big gains in small spaces, our Slim Putting Mat matches the length of the 6ft 
medium mat, but at half the width. Its smaller size when rolled up allows it to easily fit in holdalls and 
hand luggage, so you can take your game with you on the road. The Slim Putting Mat is printed with 
markings up to 6-feet and featuring both alignment lines and pace targets, is designed to give you the 
opportunity to practice every aspect of your putting game from wherever you feel most comfortable. 
The mat comes rolled in a sturdy cardboard tube to prevent creasing.

About

 • Total mat size when laid flat:  240x25cm
 • Printed alignment guides, target points and distance markings which allow you to practice with just 

a putter and a ball
 • Incremental markings for 6ft putts
 • Constructed with a durable, heavy-rubber backing
 • Mat lies smooth and flat on any surface
 • Easy to roll up into its compact carry bag for easy practice on the go
 • The high quality cut-pile surface is designed to accurately replicate a medium-to-fast green, with a 

stimp meter reading of 10
 • The putting mat is compatible with any flat putting cup, but for best results use with the                   

revolutionary PuttOUT Pressure Putt Trainer for the ultimate putting practice set-up

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X SLIM PUTTING MAT
• 1X DRAWSTRING CARRY BAG

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/slim-putting-mat
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Platinum Pressure Putt Trainer

Elevate your putting above the rest and look even better doing it, with the Platinum Pressure Putt 
Trainer. With its brushed alloy ramp, enamel badge and copper finished inserts, the Platinum sits as 
our most prestigious, giftable item. Like the Premium Trainer, the 4 1/4” base replicates a real golf hole, 
while the specially engineered parabolic ramp returns each made putt the same distance it would 
have rolled past the hole had it missed.

About

 • 4 1/4” base replicates a real golf hole
 • Engineered parabolic ramp
 • Any putt that rolls up and back down the trainer is a made putt
 • Ball returns to you the same distance it would have rolled past the hole
 • ‘Perfect Putt’ micro-target can be pushed down
 • The ball will only stick in micro-target when the perfect speed is delivered 
 • Hole at the top allows for an alignment stick for additional set-up options
 • Three small dots within the rounded base allow for further precision targets. This means golfers can 

mix up their practice
 • Its spiked base allows for stable use on both mats and the putting green
 • The foldable design means it fits in almost any pocket of your golf bag

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X PLATINUM PRESSURE PUTT 
TRAINER 

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/platinum-pressure-putt-trainer
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Putting Mirror Trainer With Gate

The Putting Mirror Trainer with Gate is a multi-faceted tool to help golfers dial in three key elements of 
their putting stroke. The mirror and alignment guides give the user confidence that their eye line and 
shoulder position are in the right place, while the red magnetic barriers help build a consistent stroke 
path. Finally, the alignment guides on the mirror and the 50mm gate help ensure that the putter face 
remains square from set-up to impact.

About

 • Three layer design comprised of anti-scratch coating, solid steel inner and spiked rubber base 
make this lightweight and durable

 • Pack comes with mirror, path alignment guides  and 50mm gate
 • The two vivid, magnetic alignment guides are adjustable for your putting stroke and can be used as 

a rail, a gate, a backstop or whatever you best see fit.
 • Its compact design means it can be used at home or taken to the course. 
 • The 50mm putting gate allows for a face angle tolerance of 0.5 degrees open or closed, when 

placed 1ft away. 
 • Its spiked base allows for stable use on both mats and the putting green

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X MIRROR
• 2X MAGNETIC ALIGNMENT 

GUIDES
• 1X 50MM PUTTING GATE
• 1X CARRY BAG

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/mirror-gate-set
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Compact Putting Mirror

Whether you’re looking for a quick check-up before your round, or a dedicated day of practice, the 
Compact Putting Mirror is here to help you get the best from your stroke. Covering the absolute 
essentials of eye alignment and putter face position, the mirror is built with a shatterproof, 
scratch-proof upper, and encased in a mid-tack rubber surround, complete with 1.5mm spikes 
covering the bottom of the product to hold it in place on any putting surface.

About

 • Small in size, the Compact Putting Mirror can easily be put in almost any pocket of your golf bag, for      
practice at home or at the course

 • Alignment markings on the mirror allow golfers to check their eyeline and shoulder position
 • The alignment guides also assist in ensuring the putter face is square to target at address
 • Scratch-proof and shatter-proof, the mirror is lightweight and strong
 • Its spiked base allows for stable use on both mats and the putting green

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X Compact Putting Mirror 
• 1X Travel Pouch

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/compact-mirror
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Putting PLane Alignment Stick set

Struggle with a dodgy stroke path or inconsistent arc? The Putting Plane Alignment Stick Set’s slanted 
fabric plane not only allows golfers to find their perfect stroke arc and path, but actively helps them dial 
it in through consistent, repeated strokes. The notches across the plane can be used to dial-in pace 
control and the fabric panel can be removed, enabling the alignment sticks to be used more 
traditionally in your set-up.

About

 • Fabric Putting Plane is held in position by two anodised aluminium gates
 • Angle of plane fully adjustable to allow for larger arcs or more ‘straight back, straight through’ 

strokes
 • Plane can be removed to allow golfer to use the alignment sticks
 • Comes with a rubber double-ended connector to enable the two alignment sticks to be connected
 • Gates come with weighted, spiked feet for stable use both on the PuttOUT Mat and the putting green

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X FABRIC PUTTING PLANE
• 2X ANODISED ALUMINIUM 

GATES 
• 2X ALIGNMENT STICKS
• 4X WEIGHTED SPIKED FEET  
• 1X CARRY BAG

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/putting-plane-alignment-stick-set
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PRO putting gates

Designed for both indoor and outdoor practice, the PuttOUT Pro Putting Gates offer three separate 
incrementally tougher targets (50mm, 60mm, 70mm) to refine and become the ultimate master of 
your stroke. Use them individually or as a set to discover; is your putter face square at impact? Are you 
set up in the position you intend to be? Can you consistently match your speed to your line?

About

 • Each pack comes complete with three gates: 50mm, 60mm and 70mm
 • With tee holes for the putting green and spiked feet, the gates remain stable no matter where you 

are using them
 • The gates are made from a powder-coated rustproof steel finish, these gates really are designed to 

be used anywhere
 • At 1ft away, only half a degree separates a ‘make’ from a ‘miss’ with the ’S’ 50mm gate
 • Whether you start with the small gate or work your way up to it, you’re guaranteed to walk away 

better after a more precise practice
 • Looking for the ultimate challenge? Find a breaking putt, set up all three gates, then work on rolling 

the ball through them all and into the hole — good luck, it won’t be easy!

Features

Contents + Sizes

• 1X 50MM GATE
• 1X 60MM GATE
• 1X 70MM GATE
• 6X SPIKED FEET

https://puttout.golf/collections/frontpage/products/gate-set
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PuttOUT Studio was founded in London’s west end. 

We are equipped to design and develop all our ideas, through prototyping, proving, testing, and 
specifying for manufacture.

Our team are dedicated to making simple, premium product for players of all abilities and our 
interconnected range continues to expand as we find new ways to help people learn and train.

Contact us

UK Office 

PuttOUT Limited
2 Scala Street
London
W1T 2HN
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)20 7927 9966
Email: sales@puttout.golf

www.puttout.golf

Awards

We are proud to have won the following:




